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COMMERCIAL PROBLEMS OF TRANSFORMER 
DESIGN 

BY H . R. W I L S O N 

One of the most important problems confronting a designing 
engineer is the compromise between the design which, in his 
opinion, is best but too expensive for competition, and the de
sign which can be built to barely meet guarantees and which 
can be sold for the lowest possible price. The designing engineer 
is at times compelled to cater to the idiosyncrasies of certain 
customers, whose special requirements, experience has proved, 
are unnecessary and detrimental to good construction, but which 
will be furnished by competitors who are less conscientious in 
this respect. 

It is doubtful whether any line of apparatus is subject to such 
wide variation in requirements as transformers. Capacity, 
voltage (both primary and secondary), taps, heating, overloads, 
efficiency, regulation and overall dimensions must all be taken 
into consideration, and the best balance obtained, so that the 
design will conform to the requirements of the majority of 
customers. 

For a line of transformers varying in capacity from 100 kw. 
to 4000 or 5000 kw., and in voltage from 2200 volts to 110,000 
volts, the best solution of the above problems is not an easy one. 

If it were possible to treat each transformer as an individual 
unit, the difficult problem of standardization would be elimi
nated, but for extensive production, this is not permissible. The 
standardization of parts for a line of transformers covering a 
wide range in capacity and voltage, demands a large number of 
special tools, patterns, dies, etc., the cost of which is a big item, 
and in order to keep down this initial cost, the number of pat-
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terns, dies and tools must be reduced to the minimum, con
sistent with economical production. On the other hand, stand
ardization has an important bearing on delivery; the greater 
the number of different parts which can be carried in stock, the 
shorter will be the time necessary for the production of the ap
paratus. 

The principal transformer parts which may be standardized 
are: the case, punchings and size of copper strip. 

Should a line of round tanks running from 3 ft. (0.91 m.) 
to 8 ft. (2.4 m.) diameter, vary in steps of 2 in. (5 cm.) or should 
the gradient be 2 ft. (61 cm.)? The former figure is obviously 
too small and the latter too large, but where should the line be 
drawn? If a line of dies for punching laminations is to be estab
lished, what will be the minimum number that can be used 
without sacrificing too much of the wire space on intermediate 
sizes? The carrying of a large stock of drawn copper necessitates 
the investment of much capital and consequently considerable 
importance should be attached to the selection of strips, in order 
to avoid carrying in stock, a large number of sizes for which 
there is very little call and which may be on hand for several 
years. On the other hand, too small a number of strips may 
mean, in many cases, the use of a larger size strip than would 
answer the purpose. 

Another question which has been frequently discussed, is the 
maximum economical capacity gradient for small transformers 
which are to be carried in stock. Shall the standard sizes under 
5 kw. be 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, 4.0, 4.5, 5.0 kw. or will 
half of this number serve the purpose? 

The importance attached to operating data is sometimes a 
handicap in a good design. Consider the question of efficiencies 
in its components of core loss and copper loss. Assuming a pre
determined number of turns of required cross-section, the size of 
the wire space or window depends upon the amount of insulation 
used, and the relatively small amount of space required for the 
copper compared with that taken up by the insulation (especially 
in high voltage units), is apt to be surprising. The latter fre
quently requires from three to fifteen times as much room as the 
former. It will therefore readily be seen that a reduction in the 
insulation factor of safety, will give a reduction in core loss and 
that a low core loss obtained in this manner may easily deceive a 
prospective customer who cannot be expected to be acquainted 
in detail with the strength of the various insulating materials 
and methods of using the same» 
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The relation of efficiency and cost must also receive due con
sideration, and a choice between the least expensive, low effi
ciency design and the more costly high efficiency design must be 
made. The low cost of power development calls for the former 
and the latter is more advantageous where the saving resultant 
from a reduction in losses overcomes the interest on the first 
cost of installation. 

A much discussed subject has been the relative proportion of 
overall height to floor space, especially for transformers of 
500 kw. and above. A certain station layout has plenty of 
available floor space, but demands a transformer of limited 
height, while, on the other hand, another station is crowded for 
floor space but has head room more than necessary. For a 
station situated in large cities where land is valuable, the unit with 
small floor space seems to be better suited, while a station lo
cated in less valuable territory allows the reverse conditions. 
These local conditions must all be considered when laying out a 
line of parts which will be best adaptable for fulfilling the various 
requirements. 

Let us consider, however, a situation where neither overall 
dimension is limited. What relation of height to floor space for a 
round or square case, will be most suitable for the average sta
tion? Shall the proportion of height over cap to floor space be 
1.5: 1, or 2.5: l,i.e., will over all dimensions of say 5 ft. (1.5 m.) 
diameter by 7.5 ft. (2.2 m.) high be better than 4 ft. (1.2 m.) 
diameter by 10 ft. (3 m.) high? It would be very interesting 
to know if the majority of customers have a preference for small 
floor space and considerable height, or greater floor space 
and less height. 

A finished outside appearance is desirable in all apparatus, 
but the influence of such appearance in selling a transformer is a 
debatable question. Is it desirable to expend the additional 
money necessary to obtain this finished article, or will less paint 
and a rough surface be fully as acceptable? Shall the same care 
be given to the internal parts or will rougher work pass un
noticed? If transportation facilities allow the shipment of a 
transformer assembled in the case, the unit is very apt to be 
placed in service without investigation of the inside construction, 
and consequently the extra care and finish pass unnoticed, at 
least until revealed by a general investigation. 

Until the past few years power transformers were designed 
with a comparatively low reactance, about 2 per cent or 3 per 
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cent, and, as the IR drop per cent decreases as the capacity 
increases, better regulation was obtained on the larger size units. 
Later experience has proven that the higher the reactance, the 
greater is the ability of the transformer to withstanding short 
circuits. I t is therefore desirable to have high reactance in 
transformers of large capacity; especially where the total power 
behind the transformer is many times the capacity of the trans
former bank. The result of increasing the reactance as the 
capacity increases, is that the regulation on loads of low power 
factor is considerably poorer for the larger size units than it is 
for those of smaller capacity. This is not however objectionable, 
because on large power transformers there is usually no need for 
good regulation. 

As the modern grades of steel are practically non-aging, the 
tendency has been to run up the#density, thereby obtaining a 
considerable reduction in both the amount of iron and copper; 
the size of the core decreasing in proportion to the increase in 
density and the weight of copper in proportion to the reduction 
in the mean length of turn. If the cost of the copper and iron 
is about equally divided, and a decrease of 10 per cent in density 
gives an increase of 10 per cent in the amount of steel, and about 
4 per cent in the amount of copper, the total increase will be 
7 per cent. 

The principal disadvantage of a high density is the large 
increase in magnetizing current and core loss when operating 
under over-voltage conditions, i.e., with a density of 50,000 lines 
per sq. in. (8000 per sq. cm.) for normal voltage, the per cent 
increase in magnetizing current and core loss when operating 
at 10 per cent over-voltage, is not nearly as great as will be the 
case when the density at normal voltage is 80,000 to 90,000 lines 
per sq. in. (12,400 to 15,500 per sq. cm.). The purchaser, who 
is apt to operate his lines above the normal rated voltage will do 
well to consider this question when ordering transformers. 

The manner in which transformers are rated and guarantees 
made when operation is to be at power-factor loads, may be 
misleading to a customer who is not familiar with transformer 
design. A transformer may be required to deliver a specified 
number of kilowatts at a low power-factor, but through a mis
understanding between the manufacturer and the purchaser, 
a unit of the same numerical capacity rated on a kilovolt-
ampere basis may be furnished instead of one rated on a kilowatt 
basis at the power-factor on which it is to operate. Now that 
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the practice of rating transformers on a kilovolt ampere basis 
has been standardized, misunderstandings of the above sort 
should be eliminated. 

The A. I. E. E. rules state that the temperature rise of a 
transformer should be based on the temperature of the sur
rounding air. The cooling medium for oil-insulated self-cooled 
and for air-blast transformers is the surrounding air, but for oil 
insulated, water-cooled units the cooling medium is water, and 
it is only logical to consider the temperature rise above that of 
the ingoing water and illogical to refer to the temperature of the 
room. The purchaser of this type of transformer who specifies 
that the-temperature rise shall be based on the temperature of 
the surrounding air is very apt to receive a unit having 10 deg. 
cent, higher heating than if he had stated that the temperature 
rise should be above the ingoing water, i.e., for example, a 
guarantee to the effect that the temperature rise shall not exceed 
40 deg. cent., above the temperature of the surrounding air at 
25 deg. cent, with the ingoing water at 15 deg. cent, is in reality 
a unit having a temperature rise of 50 deg. above the water at 
15 deg. cent., and consequently is a 10 deg. cent, hotter trans
former than if the guarantee was 40 deg. cent, above the cooling 
medium, which is the water at 15 deg. cent. 

The engineering and commercial conditions are so vitally 
related, that all phases of the situation must be considered from 
both points of view, and therefore the best general design of a 
line of transformers is the one which contains no features which 
are commercially detrimental, and yet will satisfactorily fulfill 
the requirements which will be demanded in actual service. 


